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Keep Your Business Secure and Efficient
Learn more about business payment options
COMMON DRIVER AND VEHICLE CHALLENGES
You trust your drivers and they work hard for your business, but some months your
fuel costs seem high and you’re not sure why. Maybe it’s difficult to analyze which
vehicles cost your business the most. Or perhaps you have frequent driver turnover
and corporate credit cards disappear with previous employees.
The cost of fuel, managing a fuel and vehicle budget, and dealing with employees are
all common challenges. Business cards are designed to help.

HOW BUSINESS CARDS HELP YOUR BOTTOM LINE
With a business card, automatic purchase controls limit the purchases drivers can
make. You determine these controls and decide what works best for your business.
For instance, you could allow drivers to purchase fuel and fluids — such as coolant or
oil — at a fuel station, but not candy or cigarettes. Or limit fuel purchases by dollar
amount, number of gallons, day of the week and many others.
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These controls are possible because business cards run on an exclusive, customdesigned payment network. Because it’s custom, the cards work only at fuel and
service stations. You pre-determine the types of products drivers can buy and
detailed purchase data is automatically captured and sent to you — including who
bought what and for which vehicle. You no longer need paper receipts from drivers.
Business cards also require two-part authorization, which means drivers must enter
a Driver ID number and a current odometer reading before every purchase. If a card
is lost or stolen, it can’t be used without entering a Driver ID number. And if a driver
is no longer an employee, simply deactivate their Driver ID number and they instantly
lose access to all business cards.
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ALTERNATIVE FUEL PAYMENT OPTIONS:
WHAT DO THEY OFFER YOUR BUSINESS?
Your fuel and vehicle budget is key to your business; it’s important to review all
options when choosing the best payment method.
Credit and debit cards use generic payment networks that process data for dozens
of different brands. They can’t offer much control over purchases before they are
made, and you receive only general information about purchases after they are made
— such as where and when a driver paid. You still need paper receipts from drivers to
track costs.
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Reimbursement is popular for its simplicity: drivers pay for fuel and are reimbursed
when they turn in paper receipts. However, this means you lose the opportunity
to gather crucial data about your vehicles, including odometer readings and items
purchased. This method also relies heavily on a paper trail, and requires additional
administrative time.

PROTECT YOUR COMPANY WITH A BUSINESS CARD
Payment methods differ significantly in the kind of purchase detail they provide, their
ability to help you track costs, and the fraud protection they offer. Choosing the right
payment option can help your business succeed.
By using automatic controls and two-part authorization, business cards are designed
to protect your business on multiple levels. They also allow you to track and analyze
vehicle and driver activity in real-time, keeping your business — and budget — as
efficient as possible.

**Acceptance includes many more regional and independent operators and is subject to individual owner/operator participation that can change without notice.
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